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Review of the Literature 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I 
For the past one-half century there has been an interest 
in the effect that line width of type has on readability. However, 
it wasn't until the early 1920 1 s that scientific study of this 
subject began. Prior to the exper_iments of Blackhurst in 1923 
most work in the field was speculative.. The rule of thumb to 
determine line width had been "double the size of the type." 1 
Blackhurst used six different line widths in experiments 
conducted among pupils in the first four grades to determine the 
most desirable line- width. He concluded that this width should 
be between 90 and 102 millimeters--or 22½ picas to 25� picas.2 
Starch, using three different line widths, determined 
·that text matter set 2 3/4 inches wide was read 16 per cent 
faster than text set 1� inches wide. He also found that text 
set 2 3/4 inches wide was read 7 per cent faster than text set 
1 Paul Fisher, ·"Determination of Line Lengths," Inland 
Printer, Vol.. 128 (March 1952), p. 40. For. instance, with 12-point 
type the typographer would double the size of the type to 24 points, 
then convert the points to picas· on a one-to-one basis. The· line 
width in this case would become 24 picas. 
2 Herbert J. Blackhurst, "Line Length as Related to Read­
ability in the First Four Grades," School and Society, 18:328-30 
(�eptember 15, 1923). 
l 
2 
5 inches wide. Other experiments by Starch showed noq-significant dif-
1 
. . 
ferences in reading speeds for text set 2\ inches to.·� inches wide. 
H aet forth th following hypothes s tor - lln • of ino(\, rat� width b l·ng 
more readable: 
1) F ewer fixations of the eye are require�. 
2) Subject matter in adjoining lines is more closely 
related than in long lines. 
3) In very long lines it is more difficult for the eyes, 
when shifting from the right end to the left, to find 
the beginning of the next line.3 
In 1931 Gates summed up the knowledge to that time with 
this obsel".·vation: "Evidence seems to indicate that small and 
confining eye movements are the most fatiguing {an�7 ••• reading 
may be least f a·tiguing when the print is large and the lines long 
enough to permit larger and more sweeping movements." Gates �lso 
re-interpreted Blackhurst•s experiments and concluded that 1 the optimwn . . ' 
line width lay somewhere between 13 picas and 33� picas.4 
Didelot, writing for the trade press.in 1931, used.information 
developed by other researchers to make practical suggestions for 
printers. She stressed the importance ofrhythmic reading, and 
noted that too short lines tend to destroy rhythm in reading.5 
3 Daniel Starch, Principles .2f Advertising (Chicagoa A.W. 
Shaw Company,·1923), -p. 666. 
4 Arthur I. Gates, "What Do We Know About Optimum Lengths 
of Lines ln Reading?" Journal of Educational Research, 23:1-7 
(January 19 31). 
5 Marie Didelot, "What Type Sizes a.nd Measures. Offer the 
Maximum Legibility?" Inland Printer, Vol. 88 (December 1_931), 
pp. 35-37. 
Luckiesh and Moss used 10-point tYPe set in measures of 
13, 17, 21 ,  25, and 29.picas in their search for the �ptimum line 
width. Under· controlled lighting conditions they· measured 1 )  rate 
of involuntary blinking, 2) the character of the eye movements i? 
di d 3) th t f 1 d . 6 rea ng an , e ra e o norma rea 1ng. Using these criteria 
they determined that as line width increased from 1 3  to 21 picas, 
readability decreased. They noted that further increases in line 
width resulted in other; less important, changes in readability. 
However, they felt that these results were incorrect. In this 
study Luckiesh and Moss found that as line width increased, fixation 
span als� increased. The average fixation span on a line 1 3  picas 
wide was 3.32 picas, and the fixation span on the line 29 picas 
wide was 3.80 picas. Another interesting discovery concerned 
hyphenation. As line width increased the number of hyphenations 
per pica and per line decreased. 7 
In another study, Luckiesh and . Moss found that the number 
of fixations increased as 1 ine width. increased. However, the 
number of fixations did not ·increase in direct proportion to the 
6 Matthew Luckiesh and Frank K. Moss, "The Effects of 
Line Length on Readability," Journal � Applied Psychology, 
25:67-75 (February 1 941). 
7 Luckiesh and Moss. Fixation span is the horizontal 
distance, or number of characters, ·the eye can perceive accu_rately. 
A longer fixation span will usua1ly result in higher reading speeds 
because the eye moves fewer times as it travels across the page. 
3 
increase i'n line width. This study, which used 10-po.int TextYPe with 
two points of leading,. suggested that the average fixat_ion was 8.5 
characters.8 
In an experiment of interest to printers, Stern found that 
'When Linotype operators work with •all-cap' wire copy there is 
" . . . no significant difference in speed or number of errors made 
in_composition regardless of whether they work with wire copy or 
typewritten copy. " He also found that the majority of operators 
preferred to work with typewritten copy because they believe it 
is easier to read, less confusing,· and puts less strain on the 
9 eyes. 
Using the Cha_pman-Cook speed of reading tests, Tinker and 
Paterson varied tYPe size and line width simultaneously. They 
used 6-, 8-, 10-, 12-, and 14-point type set in widths of 16, 1 7,  
19, 23� and 27  picas respectively. The combinations were printed 
line for line, and 10-point tYPe s.et 1 9  picas wide was used for a 
standard. They found IO-point type set to a measure of 19 picas 
to be optimum. Other findings were that 1) 6-point tYPe set 16 
picas wide was read more slowly than the standard; 2) 8-point type 
set 17 picas wide was read about the same rate as the standard; 
3 )  12-point tYPe set on 2 3  picas, and 1 4-point type set on 27 picas 
8 Matthew Luckiesh and Frank K. Moss, "The Extent of· the 
Perceptual Span in Reading," Journal of General Psychology, 
25:267-72 (October 19 41). 
9 Bernard Stern, "Is • All-Cap' Copy Harder for LinotYPe 
Operators to Set?" Journalism Quarterly, 26:440-42 (December 1949). 
4 
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were,,read 'slightly slower than standard.10 
In another study, Paterson and Tinker· used the Minnesota 
eye-movement camera to help determine the effects· of. line width on 
eye movement. This study actually contained two studies in one. 
Four forms were made up from the Chapman-Cook tes_t. In one experi­
ment, 'form A, set 19 picas wide, was compared with form B, set 9 
picas wide. Both forms were set in 10-point solid type. In the 
second study, form A was set 19 pleas and form B 43 picas. Using 
these forms and the eye-movement camera they found that very short 
lines, 9 pleas, and . very long llne·s, 43 p'icas, were read much more. 
slowly than were lines of a moderate width--19 pleas. The tests 
showed that regression rate (t�e number of times the eye moves 
backward within a line to re-examine material not clearly perceived 
or understood) was increased 56.7 per cent by long lines, and 
perception time (the amount of time lt takes the reader to recognize 
a word or phrase) was increased 13.8 per cent., Another finding was 
that perception time in short lines was longer. However, short 
lines had fewer regressions.-11 
10 M. A. Tinker, Legibility 2! Print, (Ames: Iowa State 
University Press, 1963) pp. 84-85: Tinker, Bases for Effective 
Reading, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, .1965) p. 144. 
The original material for this study was compiled by Tinker in 
conjunction wl th Donald G. Paterson. 
11 Donald G. Paterson--and Miles A. Tinker, "Influence 
of Line Width on Eye Movements," Journal .2,! Experimental Psychology. 
27:572-77 (November 1940). 
5 
In experiments to determine the influence .of line width and 
leading on the readabil ity of newspaper tYPe, Tinker and Paterson 
concluded: 
1) An 1 8-pica line width with 1- or 2-point leading p�oduces 
the most readable text. 
2) Textual materials with a rather wide r�nge of line widths 
and leading are equally legible. 
3) Very short and relatively long line widths produce poor 
readability except when the long lines are generously 
leaded.12 
In a reader-comparison portion of the same experiment they 
found that."readers judge text with the larger amounts of leading 
to be more legible and to be more pleasing for each width of 
line con�idered. tt 13 
Tinker used 9-point Scotch Roman with two points,of leading 
as a standard in another study of line width and lead�ng. Nine­
point type was found to be as readable as 10, 11, and 12 point 
when each size was used in its own optimum line �idth and leaded 
two points. The tests revealed optimum legibility has a large 
rans•, from 14 plca1 with one point.of leading to 30 pie•• with 
one or more points of leading. With 9-point type he suggested a 
range of 14 picas to 30 picas- with one or two points of leading_.14 
12 ·Miles A. T-inker and Donald G. Paterson, "The Effect 
of Line Width and Leading on Readability of Newspaper TYPe, " 
Journalism Quarterly, 23:307-9 (September 1946). 
13 Tinker and Paterson, · "The Effect of Line Width and 
Leadl ng," p. 309. . 
14 M.A. Tinker, "Influence of Simultaneous Variations in 
Size of TYPe, Width of Line and Leading Newspaper TYPe, " Journal 
of Applied Psychology, 471380-82 (December 1963). 
6 
In a series of nine experiments, involving_ optimal and non­
optima l arrangements of type, Tinker arid Paterson found_ perception 
time consumes approximately 93 per cent of-reading t_ lme--thus p�r­
ception time approximates reading speed. In the comparisons of 
op�imal arrangements to non-optimal arrangements, _ it was found that 
and 
••• in typographical arrangements which retard .reading, the 
perceptual requirements produce fixations spaced closer to­
gether even though the material ls of the same number of 
sentences as the standard.15 
excessively short or excessively long lines of print increase 
fixation frequency, reduce number of words per fixation
,' 
and 
increase pause duration and perception time. The sho�t lines 
redu�e and long lines increase regression frequency.1 
Reading excessively short lines involves fe�r regressions, 
but perceptual processes deteriorate, said the research�rs. 
Reading becomes choppy because the reader cannot capitalize on 
horizontal vision. "The ability to increase the span of1 per-
. ception and to decrease pause duration which ordinarily occurs 
in reading the second half of an optimal line width is_sertously 
.1 nterfered with." 17 
Using a 12-pica line, �aterson and Tinker found that 7-, 
8- and 9-point type with two points of leading were r�a1 equally 
15 Miles A. Tinker and Donald G. Paterson, "Tlie Effect of 
Typographical Vari�tions Upon Eye Movement in Reading," Journal 
of Educational Research, 49:171-84 (November 1955). 
16 
t lons, " p. 
17 
tlons, " p. 
Tinker and Paterson, "Effect of Typographic�! Varia-
179. 
Tinker and Paterson, "Effect of Typographical Varia-
180. 
7 
fast� Their tests showed readers prefer 8 and 9 point ln 12- or 
18-pica line widths.18. 
In . two ·recent books, Tinker has sunnnarized· the work of 
Tinker and Paterson and emphasized the "limits of variation in 
line width and leading that may be used for a gl�en type size 
'without appreciable loss of legibility.ttl9 
Several experimenters have found that readers can read 
longer line widths more-rapidly than short widths and prefer to 
read them. The reader seems to be more attracted to the. longer 
line, and feels more comfortable with it.· 
In a split run of Wallaces Farmer (January 16, 1960) 
which utili�ed wide and narrow measures, Murphy found that of 
men 50 years of age and over, 62.2 per cent read the wider 
measure, and 41.9 per cent read the narrow measure. In the 
experiment, the same story was se� in two different column 
widths and one-half the press run . was.made �1th each arrangement.20 
I 
Hvlstendahl used the criteria of "attractiveness" and 
reader estimates of "time it would take to read" to cornpar.e 
six different type forms involving three different column ·makeups 
18 D. G. Raterson and M. A. Tinker, "Speed of Reading 
Nine Point Type in Relation to Line Width and Leading," Journal 
.2!, Applied Psychol�gy, 33:81-82 (February 1949). 
19 M. A.· Tinker, Legibility .2£. Print, pp. 106-7; Tinker, 
Bases £.2! Effective Reading. pp. 146-47. 
• I 
20 Donald R. Murphy, What Farmers Read and Like (Iowa 
State Univers-ity Press, 1962)W. 110-11. - - -
8 
and ·t1-10 differenc 1 ine widths. He· found the readers estimated 
they could read wider columns (16 picas) faster. He concluded 
that: 
it would appear not only that the wider columns can be 
read more rapidly, as Tinker and Paterson demonstrated, 
but that readers m�y have the expectation that they can 
be read more r?.pidly. 
The standard 11-pica newspaper column seems to appear 
longer than does the same 
2r
ount of type set in 2-columns, 
or in the 16-pica measure. 
Using paired comparisons in a later study, Hvistendahl� 
found magazine formats of two col�ns· and three columns to be 
About equally preferred by readers. In conducting the experi­
ments he used the criteria of how long the article looked to 
the reader, and how attractive it looked. The forms used were 
the standard three-column magazine page with columns 13� picas 
wide. . Hvis.tendahl --noted that "heavy readers" tended to prefer 
the three-column page for both attractiveness and reading speed.22 
Nuckols compared reading time& of 9-point Imperial 
on 11-pica measures to those on 15-pica measures and found that 
copy set on the 15-pica measure was read 4.l per cent faster 
21 J. K. Hvistendahl "The Effect of TYPographic 
Variants on Reader Estimates of Attractiveness and Reading 
Speed of Magazine Pages," Communications Research Report No. 1 
(Brookings, s. D.: Printing and Journalism Department, South 
Dakota State University, March 1965). 
22 J. K. Hvistendahl, "Reader Estimates of Reading 
Time and Attractiveness of TYPe in Six Different Forms," 
Communications Research Report No. � (Brookings, S. D.: Printing 
and Journalism Department, South Dakota State University, April 
1.9 64). 
9 
han.,was copy set on a 11-pica m asure. Nuckols. concl ded that: 
) all Age groups :read faster on the whole from t e. 15-pica 
copy; 2) all school gr�des tested e.cept 7th, 11th, and 
so o o_e in college read f.qster from t:he 15-p·c;-copy; 
3) all groups who were classified on the expressed amount 
of reading (i.e. read more han, about a much as, or less 
than) read more from the 15-p'ca copy.23 
In experiments designed to deal with actua'l typesetting 
times on 11-p"ca and 15-pica copy, Leicht found that within a 
- ' 
given amount: of time operators could set 35.8 per c.ent more tYPe 
on 15 than on 11 picas. He also found fewer hyphenations per 
100 ems of type matter set on the 15-pica measure. Leicht noted 
a tendency for operators to set more words per 100 ems on 15 
picas than on 11 picas. 24 
The bulk of evidence to date seems to support the feeling 
that reade s are more comfortable with lines of moderate 
(14-22 picas) w·ctth. Faced with this evidence, several news­
papers have e'ther experimented with wider cqlumns or changed 
to the w·de 1 a.sur _. On January 27, 1965; the Loui'sville 
·courier-Journal, for the first time 'in its 138-year history, ran 
a.n experimental newspaper. 
25 · The experimental issue contained six 
23 Jack W. Nucko ls Jr. , "An Analysis of the Comparative 
Reading Times for 11-pica and 15-pica Copy." Unpublished M. S. 
thesis, South Dakota State University, 1965. 
24 Albert G. Leicht, "An Analysis of the Production 
Output Differences Between an 11-pica and a 15-pica Line Width. " 
Unpubli hed M.S. t·.esis, South Dakota State Ur.·v r"'ity 1965. 
·25 "Louisville C-J Tries Wider Col. Mflkeup," Editor & 
Publisher, Vol. 98 (January 30, 1965) p. 12. 
10 
columns of 14. 9 picas. The following day the newspaper returned to 
its normal makeup. T e  m�nagement of the paper gave Che following 
reasons for the experimen t: 
1) The 11-picA line width is too short for easy re�dability� 
Typographical experts are convinced that in 8- and 8�-point 
type, a 15-pica width is more nearly the ideal size. We are 
close to that in this edition. 
2) The 11-picA width imposes great limitations on headline 
. writing. No one .knows the man-hours spent on copy desks 
strugs;ling to write good headlines in 11-pica restrictions. 
3) Mechc:rnically the speed of typesetting, whether manual or 
T-S, [frs is a method of setting type whereby a tape is f ir'st 
punched and then fed through a typesetting machine which 
operates automatically from the tape./ is increased in terms 
of characters per hour by longer line lengths. Further the 
frequency of hyphenation is reduced by longer 1 ine widths. 
Normally, we pyphenate one line in five. We be lieve this 
edition wi ll show a significant reduction tn hyphenation.. 
4) Checks show that almost all national magazines presently 
have column widths of approximately 13.6 picas. This raises 
the speculative point as to whether our, narrow column widths 
foreclo•se opportunities for advertising which we might other­
wise obCain. Obviously it is easy for any newspaper to alter 
requirements for local advertising, but it would require 
wide-spread industry action to sharply change requirements 
for national advertising.26 , 
In evaluating the experimental newspaper, the management 
of the paper found support fo� these propositions. They a lso 
found the six-column format had cut advertising costs, and had 
26 "Louisville C-J Tries Wider Col. Makeup," p. 12. 
11 
been··� 11 received by readers. 27 On August 1, 19 65, the Courier­
Jourqal changed permanently to the wider measure.28 
On March 1, 1965, the Christian Science Monitor changed to 
a new format of five columns for editorial matter. The·new columns 
were set in 9 -point tYPe 16 picas wide. The Monitor formerly 
used 7½-point type set 10½ picas wide. In the new format, column 
rules were also eliminated. The Monitor changed because: 
1) Intensive research shows that the 16-pica column that 
we are using in the new layout is the most ideal for read­
ing purposes. 
2) We needed a much larger column to acconnnodate a larger 
and easier-to-read tYPe.29 
These changes came after a two-year study in which the 
Monitor surveyed its readers to find what they liked, disliked 
and· wanted. 
Reasons� Undertaking� Study 
Since the early 1940 1 s there have been . few experiments 
_dealing directly with line width, and even fewer studies deal. 
ing with ·the effect of line width on production output 4ifferences. 
However, there has been considerable speculation, and •many 
hYPotheses, about these differences,. 
27 Richard L. Tobin, "Noble Experiment in Louisville," 
Saturday Review, ·vol. 48 (March 1965) pp. 139-40; "Louisville 
6-Col. Page Cuts Advertising Cost," Editor� Publisher, Vol.· 98  
(April 10, 1965) p. 22. 
28 "Style Book Revised In Switch to 6 Cols." Editor & 
Publisher, Vol. 98 (August 7, 1965) p. 10. 
29 "5 Wide Columns 1 n 'New' Monl tor," Edi tor � Publisher, 
Vol. 98 (March 6, 1965), P• 40. 
12 
In A 19 65  study, Le icht studied output differences on 
manual ly operA �ed t ypesetting machines, using 11 picas. and 15 
picas. JO In the same year, 1•Juckols invest fgated comparative 
reading t imes using the same measures. 31 These studies · supporteg 
the hypo theses of the Louisville Courier-Journal that ·a 15-pica 
line width makes for a more readable newspaper, a nd that type 
can _be set manual ly w i th greater speed on a 15-pica measure 
than on a n  11-pica measure. The Courier-Journal also hypothes ized 
that typesetting speed would . be increased if the TTS process were 
used. 32 
A trend to wider newspaper columns seems to have developed 
in the past two years .  The � Street Journal changed to a 
wider measure some time ago and the Copley newspapers have 
started using the wider n�asure o n  their front pages. The Los 
Angeles T imes also uses the wider measure on its front page and 
on section pages. Many o f  the smaller papers have followed the 
lead of these l Arge dai l i e s .  Erwin Canham of  tho Chr i st ian Sc ience 
.Monitor be 1 ieves newspapers must become even more concerned with 
the ir readers because "the future o f  daily newspapers depends, 
o f  course , on  how they anticipate and meet the chang ing needs of 
readers. " 3 3  
30  Leicht, p .  3. 
31 Nuckols, pp. 9- 10 . 
32 "Louisville C-J Tr -ies Wider Col. Makeup," p .  12. 
33 Erwin D. Canham, "Why the Monitor Changed," Saturday 
Review, Vol. 48 (April 10, 1965 ) pp. 7 8-79. 
1 3  
• ' One o f  these needs, apparently, is more read<?bility which 
the wider columns seem -to furnish. However, newspapers must also 
be concerned w ith cost. If  i t  con be shown· that sett·ing type o n · 
a wider measure wou ld save a significant amount of t ime ; changing 
to wider measures woulct be beneficial to newspaper publishers . 
Therefore, this study attempts to  determine if such a product i on 
d i fference does , in fact, exist when the TTS process is used. 
Secondary reaso ns for the study are : to determine if hyphena­
t ion decreases when line width is increased, and to determ ine if 
more words can be set per 100 ems on 15 p icas than on 11 picas. 
14 
CHAPTER I I  
ME THO DO LOGY 
Controlled Variables 
The purpose of  this study was to determine if a production 
output• difference existed between the amount of tYPe set on an 
1 1-pica measure as compared to a 15-pica measure when the tYPe 
was set by -the TeletYPesetter method (TTS ) .  This objective 
was outlined briefly in a letter (Appendix A) to certain news­
paper publishers who owned TTS equipment. The publishers were 
asked to make their requipment available so that the experi­
ments could be performed. Appointments were made with , responding 
publishers who indicated a willingness to cooperate. 
Three variables were control led during. the test 
11
period 1 
operator's setting time , alphabet length of tYJ)e used iand 
spaceband thickness. 
The operator' s setting· �ime was controlled by having 
each operator set copy in both 11-plca and 15-pica measures 
for the same length of· time . It was assumed that the test would 
be valid if the op�rator used the same operating principles and 
practices on each measure. 
Alphabet length, the second variable controlled, . refers 
to the length -in points o f  the 26 lowercase characters of the 
15  
Roma� a lphabe t . Th is ve  ia b le was controlled almost au toma t ically 
because one of the c ara c ter istics o f  the TTS system is . a rela­
tively  f ixed Alphabet l ength. NewspApers using t he ITS ·sys tem 
usuA l ly have type fonts with alphabet lengths ranging from 118 
poin ts to 1 2 9 po int s, depending on type size. Ho�ever, the 
Associated Press and United Press Inte nat ional wire serv ices 
ha ve standc=irdized the lowercase alphabet count at 118. 1 po ints, 
and most newspApers �re now using th is count. Although the 
co operat ing newspapers used a wi de range of types, most of them 
ha d n lphnbe t lengths o f  118 or 1 18 � 1  points ( Tab l e  1 ) .  Because 
o f  this st�ndardiza tion, mo st  operators in the study set the 
copy with type having an alphabet l ength of 11 8 or 11 8 . 1 points. 
During the experiments, four different type sizes and seven 
d ifferent t ype  faces were use d .  However, only four  different 
alphabet l engths were involved, 128 points, 118 . 1 points, 118 
points, and 11 7 points. 
Under i deal conditions only o�e typeface and one alphabet 
l ength wou l d  be used. However, because o f  the sc arcity of ITS 
machines in t.he study area th fs WA S imposs ible. To hold  condi­
tions A S  close A S  possible to the actual publish ing situation, 
type fa ces were used which fe ll  in the range of 1 1 7  to 128 points. 
fhe third · variable controlled was spaceband thickness. The 
spaceband performs three important functions in the casting cycle. 
It is essent i ally a sl im, steel wedge, approximately fo.ur inches 
in length, which provides even spacing between words ,  j ustifies 
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TABLE 1 
Typefaces and Alphabet Lengths Used in the Experiments 
NAME 
Granj on with Granj on Bold 
Corona with Boldface No. 2, Teletype 
Regal TeletYPe with No. 1 Bold 
Corona with Boldface No. 2, Teletype 
No. 1 Excelsior with Boldface No. 2 
Teletype 
Corona with Erbar Bold, Teletype 
Regal TeletYPe with No. 1 Bold 
Regal Teletype with Italic 
Star News with Gothic 
-
MAT 
CODE 
10A376 
9A230 
3345 
8A228 
8.1186 
84264 
2�5 
2352 
8*A309 
PO INI' 
SIZE 
10 . 
9 
a · 
8 . 
8 
8 
. 8  
8 
ALPHABET 
LEN:;TH 
117 
_ 128 
118.1 
1 18 
1 18 
118 
1 18. 1 
1 18.1. 
11.8.1 
--
NUMBER OF 
OPERATORS 
2· 
9 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
.... 
-..., 
each . ' l ine, and " locks the matrices tightly between the vice jaws at 
the time of the cast. 034 Spacebands are made in five thicknesses 
for use in d i fferent kinds of compos ition. Spacebands . w ith a wide 
expansion factor are used widely in newspaper work. All bands 
used in  the experiment were of one tYPe, the spec ial-�aper band. 
I l 
This band has an expans ion capability from 2 3/4 po ints to 9 po ints , 
or 0.0369 of an inch to 0.1219 of an inch.35 
Variab le s  Manipulated 
Two variab les were manipulated · 1 n  the experiment, copy and 
width of line. Each operator set two pieces of equated copy, one 
' I 
1 1  picas wide and one 15 picas wide. In one case , because of 
mechanical difficulties ,  the line width used was s lightly  
different from the standard 15-pica and 11-pi ca measures. In 
this case the measures used were 10\ and 15\ picas. 
An attempt was made to reduce order bi-as by rotating the 
copy. The first operator was given Copy A to set 11 picas , then 
Copy B to set 15 picas. The next operator was given Copy A to 
set 15 picas, then Copy B to ·s�t 11 picas. 
The copy used in the experiment consisted of two 
diagnostic readi ng  test forms which had been equated as  to 
34 Oscar R. Abel ,  and Windsor A. Straw, Mechani sm 2!, . 
the Li notYJ)e � IntertYpe, (Brookings ,  South Dakota: Lebawarts 
Press, 1956) p.  69. 
35 The IntertYpe, � � ,2!. Instruction f2!: .!.!! Opera t i on 
and Genera l Ma intenance, (Brooklyn: IntertYPe Company, 1943 ) p. 38. 
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read -i ng difficul ty . As a further check the Flesch Reading Ease 
Formul a was appl ied to .both Copy A and Copy B (Appendi� . B) . 
Copy A had 140 syl l ab l es per 1 00 words and 25.  2 wo ds per sente ce. 
The resulting reading Gase score was 62. 8, considered st anda rd o n  
t e Flesch scale .  Copy B had 14 5 syllables per lQO words and 1 8. 5  
words per sentence. The reading ease score was 65 . 4, also con­
sidered strtndard. A reading ease score of 60 to 70 on the Flesch 
scale should present no difficulty to seventh or eighth graders. 36 . 
Equipment Used 
The perforator used to punch the. t ape in the TTS �ystem 
serves two purposes . I t  punches the tape, and employs a counting 
mechanism to enable justification of the co�posed line . The 
perforator is manufa·ctured in two styles, the Standard perf orator 
and the Mul tiface perforator . Both styles are in wide commercial 
use . The basic difference between the two is. in the fact that 
the Multiface perforator has a more sophisticated counting 
system and allows the use of standard Linotype and IntertYPe 
type faces . Periodically new and improved versions of these 
machines have been ma rketed by their manufac turers . 
Both types of p.erforators were used in the experiments. 
Both types of perforators, and their improved models ., have 
36  Flesch, Rudolf, How To � Readab ility, (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 19 5 1) p. 44 . 
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enough speed to eil low an  operator to set at his o-wn speed without 
being limited by the machine in a mechanica l sense. 
Procedure 
The operators u sed in the experiments were emp loyed by 
v arious pu bl ishers in eastern South Dakot a, sou thwestern Minnesota, 
and no thwe stern Iowa ( Appendix C) . 
The experiment began by hav i ng the operator set the 
machi ne for the mea sure desired . Most operators had been perforat ­
ing on the machine pr ior to t,he experiment, and were fa miliar w ith 
i t .  Howe�er, i n  a few cases the operat.or either was not familiar 
with the mach ine, or had not used the machine recently . In these 
cases the opera tors were given t ime to become f amiliar with the 
machine aga i n .  Th is was done by giv i ng  them warm - up copy 
(Appendix B )  and a llowing them to practic� unti l they fe lt 
fami liar wi t h  the machine . Operators who had been setting copy 
and were famil iar with the machine were immediately g iven live copy. 
Operators were g · ven fresh copy to ·arrange in the copy 
ho lder in any manner they wished . They were then told to set the 
copy at the ir norma l rate . Etnphasis v:ras placed on the fact tha t 
this was not a race , and that they shou ld be as accurate as 
possible . They were instructed to indent paragraphs one em-quad, 
and to perforate until told to stop. When to ld to stop they were 
to finish the word they were setting, and t�en space out the rest 
of the 1 ine. 
20 
, , After these instruct · ons they were t old t hey cou d beg · n 
setting at any time . They we e then timed with a st op . watch for 
five m i nutes. A'C. che e nd of f · ve minutes , and af t'er -the · above 
instruct i ons had been carried out, the tape was rolled and 
labeled with the measure. The instructions and p�oce ures were 
then repeated, and operators were given the next piece of copy. 
When the test was finished the operators were asked wh"ch 
measure t hey preferred to work with.  
After Rn operator had · set both pieces of copy, the next 
operator was asked to  set f irst the copy the previous operator 
had set last, causing the copy order to be rotated from 
measure to measure. 
When operators had finished settil\'s the copy, the tapes 
we·re run and a proof was pulled from the resulting tYPe . This 
proof was then filed for future reference. 
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CHAPTER I I I  
FI�DI NG S  
Ems Set o :i  the 1 1-P i ca Measure as Compared 
to Ems Set on t he 1 5-P icA Measur'e' 
The primR ry obj ective of this study was to determi ne if 
a production output difference existed between type set on 
an 11-pica 1 i n� width and t hat se t on a 15-p ica l ine width 
when both widt hs were set by the TTS method . To determi ne if 
· such a di fference existed, the finished type was measured to 
obtain the gross ems produced by each operator. The em designates 
the square of the point size of type, and i s  descr ibed by Hoch 
a.s  follows: 
The measurement factor of the composing room prod­
uc t, is the era. This unit of production .i s ob­
tained by measuring the w i dth and depth of the 
tYPe mat ter tha t has been set . The measurement 
is made with a pica rule and designa tes . picas .. 
This is transformed  to ems of the si ze · of .type 
which has been set. The · product of the multipli­
cation of the wid th a nd dep th of the se t t��e 
matter gives the number or ems in the j ob .  
The fo llowing formula was used to arr iv e at the number 
of ems set .  Pica Width x 12 
Poi_nt Si ze 
X 
Pica Depth x 12 
Body Si ze 
a ems 
Table 2 shows the total gross ems, ne t ems, errors 
37  Fred W. Hoch, Est imAt i ng St andards for Pr i nters, rev . 
ed . , (New York: Fred W. Hoch Associates, Inc . , 1959 ), p. 41 .  
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a n d  hyphens o n  ea ch me a sure . Gross ems represent -the · tota 1 product ion 
of the opero tors during. the five-minu te period . L'Jet  ems were eter­
mined by su btracting one line for each type· line in whi.ch the operator · 
mc1de a mist ake . 
Gross  Ems 
Net Em s 
Errors 
HYPhens  
TABLE 2 
Gross and Net Ems , Errors dn9 HYPhen s 
For 1 1- and 1 5 -Pica Measure s  
. 1 1  P I CAS')': 
2 5  Opera tors · 
1 549 1 . 30 
1 341?. 40 
1 5 6  
1 67 
15 P ICAS''c-
25 Operators 
19002. 9 0  
15885.9 0 
1 70 
1 33 
.* Inc lude s three operators each set ting on 10\ picas ,and 1 5� picas .  
Errors were determined P Y  reading the proof of - e ac h  opera tor ' s  
tyPe careful l y, then counting the mistake s .  The number of hYPhens 
was  determined in the ·same manner . Two 1 i nes were deducted from the 
operator • s total  _nqmber of ems if a word were hYPhenated incorrect ly, 
b ecau se both line s wou ld have to be reset to correct the error. 
Afcer the gross ems set were tabulated , the paired .E_ te st  
was applied ,  ( See Appendix D for an  examp le )  and a .!:, score of  5. 79  
wa s ob tained . With 24 degree s of freedom, this score wa s significant 
beyo nd the . 001 level. Sig L i t i cantly more ems thus we·re set on the 
15-p i cn measure. 
Expressed as a percentage, th is d ifference wou· s. ow · .tha t. 
in A g iven Amount of  t i me an oper� t or can set tYPe abou t  22. 7% 
faster on the 1 5-p icA measure. 
To f a<:; i l i t llte a comp arison of the gross ems set o n  eac 
measure, Table 3 was sp l i t into two sections. The f irst section 
compares the . gross ems set by 1 1  operat ors . Copy A was set on the . 
1 1-picc. measure and Copy  B on the 15-p ica measure.  Section t wo 
compares the ,gross ems set by 14 operators w ith Copy A set on the 
· 15-pica measure and Copy B on the 11-pica measure. 
TA3LE 3 
Gross Ems Set By 25 Operators F'rom Copy A and 
Copy B on the 11- and 15 -P i ca Meas res 
COP Y A COPY B COP Y  B 
1 1  P i cas 1 5  Picas 11 P i cas 
COP Y A 
15 Picas 
( 11 Operat ors) ( 14 Operators )' 
7 26  9 67 . 5 7 7 5 . 5 9 67. 5 
l:-45 .  5 _652 . 5 57 7 . 5 65 2. 5 
· 4 2 6. 3 680 759  9 00 
8 08 . 5 1030 7 09.5 8 32. 5 
822 1 1 3 3  808 . 5 9 60 
· 64 3 . 5 787 .5  7 7 9 .  1 906. 4 
li.4 1 640 264 486 
1007 . ·5- 1 182. 5 4 12. 5 585 
67 6. 5 720  426 . 3 5 20 
2 20. 5 %0 499 . 8 600 
250. 8 270  1147 107 5  
709 . :5 87 7 . 5  
4 7 8 . 5 562.5 
67 6 .  5 6 7 5  
TOTAL 6l► 68. 1 0  3403. 00 9023 . 20  10)9 9. 9 0  
l. :::ANS 58 8.0 1  7 6 3. 91  644. 5 1  7 5  7 .• 14 
24 
. , , The invest i g ;, t or WA S i nterested to learn i f · the· net ems set 
by the opera t ors were s-ig n i f ica nt l y  d i fferent : When the pa ired � 
test  was �pp lied , a _£ score of 3.84 was obta i ned . This d i fference 
was s i gn i f ic �nt beyond t he . 00 1  level wi th 24 degrees o f  freedom . 
. . , 
Thus About  1 8 . 4% more net ems can be set in a given per i od 
of t i me on  the 1 5 -pic A  me� sure . 
Al though sig n i ficantly more ems were se t on the 15-p ica 
measure in b o t h  g r o s s  a nd net terms, it shoul d  be noted t hat  the 
dif ference be tween gross ems · �t the t wo me�sures was greA ter than 
it w�s f or the net ems � as me�sured by th� £ sco�es of 5 . 7 9 and 
· J . 84 respective l y. Ta b le 4 comp ares the net ems set on t he t wo 
meosures . 
Two operAtors set more t ype on the 1 1-p ic�  measure tha n 
on the 1 5-pica me;:isure . When the paired _£ test was app l i ed, a 
t s�ore of 3 . 02 WRs obtained . With one degree of freedom this 
was not significPnt . Table 5 compares the gross ems set by 
_ these two opera t ors . 
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TOTAL 
MEANS 
TABLE 4 
Net Ems Set By 25 Operators From Copy A and Copy B 
on the 1 1- and 15-Pica Measure·s · -
COPY A COPY B COPY .B 
1 1  P i cas 15  Picas 1 1  Picas 
COPY A 
1 5  P icas 
( 1 1  Operators ) ( 14 Operators) 
610. 5 810. 0 693 . 0 832. 5 
297 5 17 . 5 462 517. 5 
396. 9 640 709. 5 7 65 
. 7 79 .  1 1010 627 607. 5 
792. 6 1 1 10 7 79 . 1 800· 
561 697. 5 7 49 . 7 786. 4 
308. 7 520 250. 8 378 
868 1034. 1 330 517.  5 
• I 
280. 5 157 . 5  396. 9 480 
19 1 . 1 320 _ 441 540 
198 162 1069 . 5 905 . 4  
- - 660 855 
313. 5 405 
650 517 . 5 
5283. 4'0 6978. 60 8132. 00 8907. 30 
480. 30 . 634. 42 580. 86 636. 24 
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L 3 LE 5 
G ro s s  Ems Set By Two Operator s Who Set . 
T e  1 1 - P ' ca .ea su re fore Ap idly  
1 1  P I CAS 
( 2  Opera tors ) 
1 147  
67 6 .  5 
Error s Per 1 00 Ems for the 1 1-P i ca 
Me ci sure as c'o7npmd to �o� Per 
1 00 Ems for the 1 5 -Pica Mea sure .-- -- -- -- - -- ----
1 5  P I CAS 
( 2  OperA tor s )  
10 75  
67 5 
As shown by Table 2, more total errors were made on the 
15-pica meA. su re. However, when the paired f tes t WA S appl " ed, 
this difference wa s ot significant . The t score obtained, w " th 
24 degrees of freedom, WA. S . 224 . Tab les 6 and 7 compare the 
errors per 100 ems of the 11- and 15-pica measures respectively .  
When the paired ! wa s  applied to these set s  of data , the t values 
were again not significant . 
HYt>henated Word s Per 1 00 Ems for the .!.!,-Pica 
Measure � Compared to Hyphenated Word s Per 
1 00 Ems for  t he 1 5- P icA Mea sure -- - - -- -- ----
A s  indic e ted by Tab le 2 ,  more hyphenation occurred on the 
11-pica mea sure t han on the 15-pica measure. When the paired t 
wa s applied to the gross  number of hyphens on each mea sure, a t  
score of 2 . 3 1 wa s obt ained . With 24 degrees of f eedom, ch " s  was 
s ignificant at the . 05 level . The test wa s al so applied to data 
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TOTALS 
MEANS 
f ..\BLE 6 
Errors Made Per 100 Ems on the 1 1 -P  · c a  }.1e a s  - e 
From Both  Copy A and Copy B 
G O S S  SMS �-ET GROSS  NU IB ER 
( 2 5 Operators ) OF E�RORS 
7 7 5 . 5 5 
7 2 6 . 0 7 
5 7 7 . 5 9 
44 5 . 5 1 3  
7 59 3 
709 . 5 6 
42 6 . 3 3 
808 . 5 2 
7 79 . 1 3 
808 . 5 2 
822 2 
2 64 1 
64 3. 5 5 
4 1 2 . 5 5 
4 2 6 . 3 2 
44 1 1 0  
499 . 8  5 
1007 . 5  8 
1147 s 
67 6 . S 34 
709 . 5  3 
478.5 1 4  
220 . 5 3 
2 50 . 8 5 
6 7 6 . 5 l 
1 5491.30 1 5 6 . 00 
6 19 . 65 6. 2 5 
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ERRORS p �•") 
10  E s 
0 . 64 
o ._9 6 
1 .  5 6  
2 .  9 2  
o . 39 
0 . 85 
o . 7 0  
0 . 2 5  
0 . 39 
0 . 2 5  
0 . 24 
0 . 04 
0 . 7 8 
1 .  2 1  
0 . 47  
2 . 2 7 
1. 00 
0 . 7 9 
0 . 44 
5 . 02 
0. 42 
4 - 9 3  
1 .  36 
1 . 9 9 
0 .1 5  
1 . 1 2 
TOTALS 
MEk�S 
TABLE 7 
Error s Ma de Per 1 00 Ems on the 1 5-P i c a  Mea sure 
From Both Copy A and Copy B 
GROS S EMS SET GRO S S  NUMBER 
( 2 5 OperA. t or s ) OF ERRORS 
9 67 . 5 6 
9 6 7 . 5 8 
65 2 . 5 7 
6 5 2 . 5  7 
9 00 7 
8 32 . 5  1 3  
680 2 
9 60 8 
9 0 6 . 4 7 
1 0 30 1 
1 1 3 3 1 
48 6 6 
7 87 . 5 4 
5 8 5  4 
5 2 0 2 
640 7 · 
600 3 
1 1 82 . 5 7 
1 07 5  · 3  
7 20 40 
8 7 7 . 5 1 
5 62 . 5 7 
340 1 
2 70  6 
67 5 7 
1 9 002 . 9 0 1 7 0. 00 
7 60 . 12 6 . 80 
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ERRORS PER 
100 EMS 
0 . 62 
0 . 83 
1.07 
1. 07 
0 . 7 8  
1 .  5'6 
0 . 29 
0 . 8 3  
0 . 7 7  
0.1 0  
0 . 09 
. 23 
0 . 5 1 
0 . 68  
0 . 38 
1. 09 
0.5 0  
0 . 59 
o . 74  
5. 5 6  
0 . 1 1  
1 .  2lt-
0 . 29 
2 . 22 
1 . 04 
0 .  9 7  
to c o�p are hyphens per 100  ems . Chis app l i cation y ie lded a !  score 
of 5 . 8 6 , which was s i gn·if icant beyond t e . 01 leve l. 
compare these two sets of d ;:i t a . 
Words Per 1 00 Ems Se t o n  the 1 1 - P icR  
Measur-;-;sComp--;:-edtoWo� Per 100  
Ems Set oo the 1 5- P i"c; Mea sur_e_ 
ab les 8 and 9 
The invest i g a tor wns i n:eres ted in compari ng t e wo ds pe 
100 ems se t on the two measures . The 11- and 15-p ica  product ion 
of 14 operators-- those using type faces w · th a lphAbet lengths of 
118 or 1_18 . l poin ts--was used to me..ke the comparison . The paired 
t tes t was ag 2 in used .  The t score ob t ained was . . 508. To be 
s ign i f icAnt a t  t he . 05 leve l , � ! score of 2 . 16 was needed. Thus 
there w.:1s no d i fference in the number of words per 100 ems on the 
two · measures . Table 10 g i ves the breakdown of words per 1 00 ems 
set on each me ctsure ; and the copy used. 
Copy Preference 2.E_ Opera tors 
When the operators were asked .wh ich l ine width they preferred 
to work w ith all but one expressed a preference for the 15-pica 
measure . They felt that they were more elaxed w · t the longer 
measure and could maintain a better rhythm. The operator who di 
not prefer the 1 5-pica width didn't like the 11-pica width either. 
He preferred to s�i t abulRr mat ter, on any measure. 
30 
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TAI3LE 8 
Hyphenated  Words Per 1 00 Ems on the 1 1-P ica  Measure 
GROSS  SMS SET GROSS ''1UMBER HYPH'ZNS PE 
( 2 5 Opera tors ) 0 •' HYPHENS 1 00  E s 
77 5 . 5 8 1 . 0 3 
7 2 6  9 1 .  24 
S 7 7 . j 1 0  1 . 7 3  
445 . 5 7 1 .  57  
7 59 9 1 .  19  
709 . 5 6 0 . 85 
4 2 6 . 3 3 0 . 7 0  
808 . 5 8 0 . 99 
7 7 9  .1  1 1  1 . 4 1 
808 . 5 5 0 . 62  
8 2 2  1 0  1 .  22  
2 64 2 0 . 7 6  
64 3 . S 5 o . 7 8  
4 1 2 . 5  2 0 . 48 
426 . 3 9 .  2 . 1 1  
441 2 �o . 45 
499.8 6 1 .  20 
1007 . 5 1 5  1 . 49 
1 14 7  1 5  1 .  3 1  
67 6 .5 2 0 . 30 
7 09 .  5 7 0 . ·99 
4 7 8 . 5 6 1 .  2 S  
2 2 0. 5 3 1 . 36 
2 5 0 .8 0 0 .00 
67 6 .  5 7 1 . 03 
TOTALS 1 549 1 .  30 1 67. 00 
MEAl'\JS 6 19 . 65 6. 68 1 .  04 
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TAI3LE: 9 
Hyphenated Words Per 1 00  Ems on t e 1 5- P i � a �as re 
'; RO S S  r..,�S S �T G . OSS UM3E. YP :-IEJS P E:1{ 
( 2 5 Operators ) OF HYPHEN S 1 00 E ·fS 
9 67 . :> 4 0 . 4 1 
9 67 . 5 5 0 . 5 2  
652 . 5 6 0 . 92  
652 . 5 7 1 .  07 
9 00 3 0 . 33 
8 32 . 5 7 0 . 84 
680  3 0 . 44 
9 60 8 0.8 3  
9 0 6 . 4 9 0. 9 9  
1 0 30 8 o .  7 7  
1 1 33 12  1.  06  
436  2 0. 41 
7 87 . 5 3 o . 38 
5 8 5  2 o .  34 
5 20 7 .  1 .  35 
640 5 0 . 7 8  
6 0 0  8 1 . 33 
1 1 82 . 5 12  1 . 0 1 
107 5 8 o .  74 
7 20 3 0 . 42 
8 7 7 . 5 1 0 • .  1 1  
5 62 . 5 1 0.1 8 
340 5 . 47 
2 7 0  0 0. 00 
67 5 4 0 . 59  
TOTALS 1 9002 . 9 0  1 33 . 00  
:MEAN S 7 60 .  1 2  5 . 32 o .  69 
0 
�WTAL 
MEANS 
TABLE 10 
Words  Set Per 1 00 Ems By 14 Operators F om Copy A 
and Copy B on the 1 1 - cmd 1 5-Pica Mea sures 
COP Y A COP Y' B COP Y A 
1 1  P icas 1 1  Picas 1 5  Pica s  
Opera tor s )  ( 5  Operators ) ( 5  Operators )  ( 9  
3 1 . 0 3 1. 0 3 1 . 4  
32. 7 32. 7 34 . 6 
30 . 9 30 . 7 30. 8 
30. 8 32. 8 33. 1 
32. 5 3 1 . 7 32 . 4  
33 . 4 
3 1 . 5 
32. 0 
32 . 3 
287 . 1 1 5 8 . 9  · 1 62 . 3 
3 1 . 9 3 1 . 8 32. 5 
33 
COP Y B 
15 P icas 
Ope_ ators )  
3 1 . S  
30 . 1 
3 1 . 2  
32- .  7 
3 1 .  8 
34 . 0 
29 . 9 
34 . 7 
30. 6 
286 . 5  
31. 8 
Swmnary 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUS IONS AND RECOMMENDAT IONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to determine if_ a production 
output difference existed when copy was set on two different line 
widths using TTs. Secondary obj ectives were to determine if dif­
· ferences existed in the number of hyphenations ,  number of errors, 
and number of words per 100 ems when copy was set on the two dif­
ferent line widths. The two widths used were 15 picas and 11 picas. 
The author contacted newspapers in South Dakota, Minnesota, 
and Iowa to obtain tneir cooperation in the study. Data were 
collected from experiments performed by 25 TTS operators. Each 
operator set type for ten minutes using two different pieces of 
copy, Copy A and Copy B. The copy consisted of two d iagnostic  
reading te$ts that had been validated as  being equally easy to 
read. The author further checked this by applying the Flesch 
formula. It was assumed that if the two pieces of copy were 
equally easy to read they would be equally easy to set. Subj ect 
operators set type for five minutes each on Copy A and Copy B·, 
using one line width on Copy A and the other line width _on Copy B. 
Th� copy order . was rotated from operator to operator to decrease 
the poss ibility of an order bias. 
34 
. ,, After the operators had finished , the TTS tape was run through 
a linecasting machine and a proof was pulled of the resulting tYPe• 
The proof was then read for errors and hYPhenations.  _ The number of 
ems of type and the words per 100 ems set were determined. The 
information was then recorded in chart form. 
If it could be shown that an operator can set more type on a 
I 
15-pica measure than on an 1 1-pica measure, further weight would be 
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given to the developing theory that longer measures are more efficient 
for newspapers ancl magazines • . The findings of this study tend to 
support the theory and ·contention. 
The number of errors made on each measure was also considered 
important. If it were found that there were significantly more errors 
made on the 1 1-pica measure, additional weight would be lent to the 
arguments for changing to the wider column measure. However, if 
there were significantly more errors made on the 15-pica measure 
the evidence would tend to support retention of the 11-pic;a line 
wi dth. Al though th r• ware more total error• made on the 1 5-plca 
measure, the difference was not significant. Tills study neither 
refutes nor supports the above -propositions. 
Hyphenation has always been a problem for most opera�ors . If a 
word must be hyphenated and the operator does not know the proper place 
to hyphenate, he must stop and check the dictionary. This process may 
result in a good deal of lost time 1n a day. If it could be shown that 
there were significantly fewer hyphenations on the 1 5-pi ca line width, 
still more weight would be given to the wider measure hypothesis. 
. , ,  Leicht found , in a previous study, that there was a tendency 
toward more words per 1 00 ems on the 15-pica measure.3� The author 
was interested to learn if this tendency existed when .the· TTS method 
was used. Such a tendency would indicate that more copy · would fit 
into the same nwnber of ems on the 15-pica measure •. 
Conclusions 
From the data presented, the following conclus ions have been 
drawn: 
1 )  Type can be set 22 . 7 per _ cent faster on the 15-pica 
measure when the TTS system is used. 
2 )  Errors are an operator function, and are not related to 
l ine width. 
3) Hyphenation is  related to l ine width, and by inference 
relates in some way to operator speed. Thi s  is evide�t because the 
1 1  
11-plca measure conta ined significantly more errors than the 15-pica 
measure, and the operators could set type faster on the 15-plca 
measure . 
4 )  . Words per 100 ems is not a function of l ine width, but . 
rather is a function of the "set wldth" 39 of the tYPe used. This  
I I 
conclusion was drawn because TTS matrices have a f ixed unit . count 
(1/ 18 ·or 1/ 32 of the capital M width of the font) and do not vary 
in "set width" as much as do normal matrices. 
38 Leicht, p. 23. 
39 The set width, or set size, is the measurement across 
the bottom of each piece of type, or matrix, and var ies according 
to the character design of the face. 
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Recommenda t i ons· for  Further Study 
Th i s  s tudy indic� �ed that  l i ne wid th h�s  a def · n · t e re l at i on-
ship to  sp eed of  set t i ng type . I n  th i s  re sp e c t, the author recom­
mends that :-::i conprehens i ve study be nade �o ascerc ain the re l a tion­
ship between speed of set ting type and var i ous line wi dc6s, in  ' , 
order to de ·:ermi ne the op t i mum l i ne width for set t i ng type. 
The resu l t s  of this s t udy ind i ca ted that words per 100 ems 
may be a func t ion of the set wi dth or a lphabe t leng th rather than 
line wi dth . Furt her invest i gat i ons  shoul d be made to determi ne 
if th i s  i s  true . 
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CONTACT LE TTER SEi'IT TO PUDLI  SHSR S 
As a gradu a t e  s ::  de m: i n  Pr i nt i n.<; Hanage .. ent 
U n ivers i ty ,  I am work i ng  on ,q researc· :f)rOj e c t  wh • c ' 
put d i f ferences between long and shor li nes o n  
Dako c .2  S t ate 
i vo ves out­
pu c· r:1ach nes. 
This s�udy wi l l  he lp  de term i ne costs of  set t i ng s c  a i g· t n�2 t: c e  i n  
Vcirious w i d ths, dct :a  on_ wh i ch i s  a lmost total y l a c. · ng i n t e 
puhlishi ng i ndus�ry. The resul ts will be p blished in t he cr.s e 
press. I t  wi ll also be helpful i n  dece mi ni r\_'°.; what the op t i mum 
column width is  f or m�ximum speed of compos i t i o n  on tape per­
forators . 
:he exp er i ment would i nvo l ve about 20- 25 minut es o f  e2c  o f  you 
.: ape perfara tor  s t i me . The actu �l worl< wou l d  invo l v  che oper;:i tor 
set ting cwo st1m:_-:> les •')f equated copy , form A i n  one measu e 2nd 
form 13 i n  ano -::her. I f  you have more_ th::in one oper . ..., tor I vould li ke 
to spend t ime wi th ea ch . i n  or er to m�ke the exper iment mo e v�  d. 
I c  would be he lpfu l to  me i f  you coul d incl�de this i fo a .: i o  i n  
your rep l y . 
· I f  you wil l help on t h is project ,  I w · 1 1  cont a c t  you i n t e nea ... 
fud..1re co t r.1  l k  over pro cedure, and for .:=ln ;:ippo i ntment to car- y 
out the <?Xperimem:s . :1y t ime schedu l e  is flexib le a d I wou d 
be a b le t o  do th i s  work whenever i t  f " t s int o you p ant s ched le . 
We believe this research will y ield useful informati on to t· e 
publishing i ndust ry i f  enough publishers in the area will coope a te 
t o  make t he s tudy poss i b le. 
COPY ·  A ,  COPY  B , and WA li-1- UP COP Y 
J 
I '\ 
....,. v  
COP Y A 
I f  human be i ng s  wore wi ngs  and fea ther s, ve y c v o f  the�, 
would be c l ever enou_g_ h to oe crows. 'T'he common ' th ., l.. • crow, w1e .e _ 
the wild s tate or kept a s  a pe t, i s  a genius in fe a t: e s a 
endlessly a ston i sh i ng j i rd. 
P n  
A crow owned by a lr.idy i n  Stuar t, Ohio, was so d a i n cy t a t 
he in s i sted on wash ing worms before h e  ·w::,u ld eat t em. A Scat en 
I s land crow not 0 :1. ly could pick pocket s but when e found a 
pocket empty, wou l d  swea a :  h i s v ict im ·and f ly ,�Wt' ..Y in  a .. uff. 
r o t a l l  cr ow s  can ta lk. The ir ind : v idua l ab il i �y var i es 
great ly in  th i s  respec t, and probably no crow can tal .  bet t e= 
' f ,' t  i 1 ·  1 1 s z:on,gue s sp 1 t . Certa in  ones  cap tured when  young have 
been known to lea rn a hundred words  and h?. l f  as many co . lete 
phra se s .  There a re even records of wild crows pick ing up and 
us ing such humnn exp res s i ons as "G iddyup ! "  and _uwhoa ! "  and "Hey ! " 
which they hear f armer s shout in  the fie lds. 
\,J'nen a crow doe s speak human langu ,�ge, he o ften g ive s the 
impre ss ion that he knows the exact m0Ani ng of what  he i s  say i ng. 
A moonsh iner, who had kept a pe t crow a s  a loolcout aga inst 
gover rnnent agent s, wa s taken to j a i 1. The human pri soner g ave 
no trouble , but the ? i r d proved some thing of a problem. He 
yelled, " I  want WPter ! 0 when the supp ly in  the ce ll began to 
dw indle . Whenever an  �tt ract i ve female v i s i tor p As sed throush t e 
j ail co rr idor , he thrust h is  neck bet ween t e cel l  b ar s ,  C A  e a t 
the lady , c-lnd mut t ered , · 1 ' 0h-boy-oh-boy-o - BOY! " 
The common crow, w · th his  three closely  rel .::-:.'ted  v ::::i  ·et ies , 
the Florida crow, southern crow, And west ern crow, is found 
pr ac t i c �lly A l l  over o country east of the Rocky ., �u �ins , a s  
well as in sect ions of the i'-lorthwest and along our we st ern coast  
down co Southern Californ i a .  
I n  bu ilding the ir  ne s t s ,  r1 s  in every thing else , crows 
prove th r1 t  they . ,qre indiv idua lists. Mo st o ften the nes t , ,3 b ky 
s tructure of coarse s t i tks , twigs , grasses an d t ee b�rk , 1 · ned 
�i th sof t  roo tle ts of fur or moss , is in  an everg een , �n s 
abfut  thir ty fee t from the ground . They often eco_ a te t e · r 
nests by inserti �g i n  chem a sh i ny pebble or glit cering p ieces 
of ·glass . 
As ,crows are a l ways more or less clann ish,  there a e 
usually a number of nests w ithi n a sma ll area , and t e occupan�s 
exercise their s ly mischievousness by _ stealing each o �her • s  
nesting materials. ·when one of the nesters flies off to f eed fo 
awhile ,  one of. hi s dark neighbors rush<=s to the unpro tected nest , 
removes from i t  the cho ice s t  b i t s  of moss and roo t l et s ,  nnd hide s 
them in h i s  own nest. Then , when the thief i s  absent from s 
nest for awhile , the recently burg l ar i zed bird f lies over an 
regains al l the sto len goods , plus half a dozen ot  er cho i ce h i es . 
This p ilfering i s  proba b ly a fr iendly joke , for a ctua y c ows 
I ? ..... _ 
are d�voted to one another and are bound by a sense of n · ty ha 
lead s them to show each other extraorct· nary couvte sy and u e -
standing . 
The young stay i n  the ne st  about three week s , cons·um er 
the ir  weight in food ev�ry day ,  and by the t ime the,y a e ready 
to ieave they look a lmost like their parents  except th their 
coats _ have les s  luster . For several days they prac  ice fl " gh 
maneuvers  and wing dril l s  before the critical elder s  of the 
flock .  The o l d ster s show the� the lay of the land nd teich  
them the rule s of the cormnunity of fifty or sixty crows ne sting 
in the neig hborhood .  
De spite the individualism of its members, a flock i s  a s  
discipl ined  as  an 
COPY B 
The s ly coyote that chatters and howl s from lone ly western 
hi l l sides tonight is probably boasting of another victory. He has 
I 
been hounded more than any other American anima l ;  every device and 
trick known to man--financed by local • state, and federa l govern-
ment--has been used in a long and unceasing battle to get rid of 
him . Between fifty and one hundred thou sand are kil led every 
year in this country, but the little wo lf l s  hol ding his own and 
has spread from his original haunt$ in the prairies and mountains 
of the West to many a new neighborhood.· Today at least two 
million roam the western United States looking for a mess  of 
poultry or juicy lamb . 
The coyote cou ld retreat to the vast ranches and rough 
wastelands and live in peace, but that does not suit him . He 
ls a wise fel low and delights in living among. his enemies, match­
ing wits with them and feasting on the food they produ�e . 
A top- notch government trapper who found every - one of h is  
. ' 
three dozen traps sprung and ·r�bbed of bs lt recentl y r�msrked1 
"The coyote is the smartest animal alive. " A farmer who saw al l 
the ripe watermelons in his patch opened and part ly eaten had 
str9nger words; but he did wonder why the thief had not tried st 
least one green me lon . There is · s very good answer. Experts 
of the Wi ldlife Service have never found a single insta�ee of s 
coyote' s  having bitten s green watermelon . 
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· • •The coyote is a yel low ' sh- g ray n ' m  1 resemb li ng . a small 
pol ice dog . He seldom we i g hs more th n th i ty pou nds . H ' s speed 
4 5  
has been c locked a t  forty miles a n  hour by a n  automob " ,le . · Sc i.ent i .s ts 
. descr i be h i m  as a lower or i nfe ior membei of the wolf fam · l y . Tha 
makes l i fe no l ess dear to h im .  He thr ives in reg · 9 ns i n  wh i c h  the 
suppo�ed l y  braver, wiser and more ferocious wolf is exti nc t .  
Tr i cks he lp the coyote survive-- tricks as c tever as one 
pu l led by T ippy, a pet  reared by a family in Texas . T i ppy's l i k ing 
for fresh poultry stu ck w i th h-im i n  cap tivi ty, and he began catc ing 
chickens . · The f am.i l y  chai ned Tippy ·to a corner of t"'he house and fed 
him scraps . T ippy promp t l y  sca t tered the scraps w thin the length 
· of his chai n and re tired around the corner. The c h " cke s vent ed 
forth to_ pi ck up the scraps, and Tippy p i cked up fresh poultry . 
A fat  coyo te is seldom, if  ever , seen . Regardless o� t· c 
abundance of food, he stays i n  top condi tion for the ru nnt ng n 
fighting he knows he must do . As a . f ighter, he is qu i ck as l " g h�n i ng 
and has d®V i l i sh tr i ck of drag� i ng h i s  tee th through the f e h  of 
any enemy he bi tes ; a dog rarely asks for a second helping . But he 
f i g h ts only in . emergencies, preferr ing to use cu nni ng, ei ther 
instinctive or deve loped . 
A rancher walking or r i d i ng abou t h is place w thou t a gun 
may see coyotes at close range . He takes his gu n the next time- - and 
does not see a s ingle one . Trappers for the Wi ldl i fe Serv i ce say 
the coyote's keen sense of sme l l  detec ts the gu n . Some peop l e  say 
th� coyote has a speci al sense wh i ch other an imals do not have . 
' The not i on that the coyote possesses an a lmost s pernEl al 
sense is not new .  Before Columbus d iscovered Amer · ca ,  the in­
ha bitants of Mex i co recog ni zed his cunn ng and of en de co · a d 
the ir scu lpture with the l i ke ness of the sm art l ittl e  beast ' s  head . 
And in Mexico today he lives in folk lore and l iterature · ie is 
still very much alive , too , and stil l respected by man . · Nat · ves  
tel l 
I 
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WAI '-.  UP C O  Y 
When you read a book , a m  ga zi e, or n wspaper, yo e 
using printing . Look abou t you during the ay nd obse ve the u be� 
of tim es you must depend on prin ting to ob t in e i fo a on w c 
you need If you m qke a tel ephone call , a p re se t a  s o-e , 
prepare your lessons, answer an ve t·sement, select a b  e f s 
food, find the da te on a cal endar, or do any of hund_ ed ot r 
things, print i ng  guides your actions. As a user of pri ng , t .e e-
fore, you should have an interest in the w y p int · ng · s  do e .  
The purpose of printing is to record ideas a t ough s o • 
. pape� in a legible and attractive s tyle, sui ed o he 
s t a ­
to be made of the printed p iece . In the s implest kinds of p i  
tYPe is set in lines of equpl leng th and locked · n o a form . .e 
s 
ng , 
form is . then placed in a press, the type is inked, and an i p e s · o  
is made on paper . The final result of this proce s m y  be 
card, a le tterhead, a program, a folder, or a bookle t .  
ca l i ng 
but a few of the corrnnon uses of p inting. You w · 1 f ' nd it in e es t­
ing to prepare a list of prin ted forms which are o be oun i your 
home and school . A bus iness otf · ce provides n e rou 
examples . 
ddit · o  a 
Prin ting was invented abou fif ty years be fo  e he d " scovery 
of America. It has developed from a 1 · ttle-known a t  in o o e o 
the world ' s  leading industries. Bas · c  operation describe above 
were used by the prin ters of the f ifteen and s ixteen ce. ies 
in mak-i: ng book s . Th i s  method is st i ll used n many kind of j ob 
printing , but more complex processes  a e u sed today in r.in g 
books , magazine s, and newspapers . 
I 
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APPEND I X  C 
PART IC IPAT I NG  NEWSPAPER S 
I 
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PART C IPAT I N:;  N·· WSPAPERS 
Aberdeen Amer i can News 
Sere sford Repub l ic 
Brooking s Regis ter 
Sioux Val ley News 
Da i ly P la i nsman 
Rock County S tar- Hera ld 
:Mad i son Dai ly Leader 
Lyon County Reporter 
Headlight- Herald 
Vermi l ion Plain Ta lk 
Watertown Pub lic Opin i on 
Worthington Dai ly Globe 
berdeen ,  Sout Da�ota 
Be esf  o d ,  So t' Da. ota 
Brook · ng , South D..:.. 1o a ·  
Canton , So h Da. o a 
H on, Sou h D o t  
Luve rne , inneso a 
Madison, Sou h Oa 'o a 
Rock Rap " ds ,  I ow 
Tracy , r n e sot 
Verm il l " on, So  - Oako a 
Watertown, Sout o a 
Worthington , M sota 
5 :.  
APPEND IX D 
STAT IST I CAL HETHOD 
I 
I i  
An Example of the Paired t Statistical Analysis Used 
to Compare Gross Ems Set On 15-Picas to 
Gross Ems Set On 11-Picas 
Gross Ems Set 
Opera tor No . Copy B Copy A Difference 
15 Picas 11 Picas X1 - X2 
X1 X2 
1 967 . 5  726 . 0 241. 5 
2 652 . 5 445 •. S 207 . 0  
3 680 . 0  426 . 3 253 .  7· 
4 1030 . ·o 808. 5 22 1 .  5 
5 1 1 33 .  0 822 . 0 311. 0 
6 787 . 5  643. 5 144. 0 
7 640 . 0 441 . 0 199. 0 
8 1182 .  5 1007 . 5 175. 0 
9 720 . 0  676 . 5  43. 5 
1 0  340 . 0 220 . 5 119. 5 
1 270 . 0  250 . 8 19. 2  
52 
, ·2 (Xl-� )  
58322 . 25 
42849 . 00 
64 363 . 69 
49062 . 25 
96721 . 00 
20736 � 00 
39601 . 00 
30625 . 00 
1892 25 
14280 . 25 
368. 64 
X 8403 . 0 6468. 1 19 34 .  9 418821 . 33 
X 763 . 91 588. 01 
n 
n (n- 1 )  
• 418821 . 33 - 340348. 91 
110 
78472 . 42 • 713. 39 
• 1 10 
The Formula for £_ ls: 
t-�
d 
• 175 . 9 0 • 6. 59 
26. 71  
17 5 .  90 
. ' 
The degrees of freedom in the paired £, are n.;- c-- A _£ value of 6 .  59 
is . significant beyond the . 001 level for 10 degrees of freedom. 
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